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Dear “Friends,”                                                                                               December 2018 
 
We send special heartfelt thanks to our faithful contributors, supporters and volunteers. 
We know you are a diverse bunch from all over the U.S. I have heard your stories – island 
adventures, boating memories, childhood experiences, the fish that got away, or tales of 
historic dimension. They are all set in a backdrop of awesome measure – sunsets and night 
skies, beaches and sea caves, bears and blueberries, teal blue water anchorages, and your 
stories go on. 
 
We all want to preserve those memories and pass them on. It’s easy to assume that always 
possible given the nature of National Parks. But with shrinking budgets, damaging storms, 
changing values, increasing visitation and a growing list of challenges, park users need to 
ask, “What else can we be doing in the face of changing times?”  
 
“Friends,” stands steadfast as the official fund and friend raising organization for the park. 
We exist to support park rangers, biologists, historians, summer seasonals, maintenance, 
and other staff in their stewardship efforts. 
 
In this annual report you will see how “Friends” step in:  
 

We volunteer on work projects, provide funding for activities, events and projects 
that would otherwise NOT happen 
 
We work with park staff; prioritizing funding needs, finding solutions, ACCESSING 
progress, and HELPING SECURE long-term general management goals 
 
We focus funds, partnerships, matching money, people, our endowment, talents, 
gifts and all of our efforts on GIVING BACK to the park 
 
We feel RESPONSIBLE, IMPASSIONED, GRATEFUL, AND FAITHFUL to the purpose 
at hand – to further the mission given to the Park in 1970 
 
And we enjoy doing it, because we grow EVER MORE GRATEFUL for this gem of a 
national park 
 

Read on, and if you have visited the Park: 
How much would you pay to spend another day or a week in the park?  Apostle 
Islands National Lakeshore has no entrance fee. Consider giving at least that 
amount to “Friends” knowing that it will be compounded and leveraged for the 
greater good of this special park.   

Help us to help the park, and love your park back in the process. Our report is full of ideas, 
or contact us directly. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
Erica Peterson 
President, Friends of the Apostle Islands National Lakeshore 


